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Ontario’s past. HDC is the place to go to learn about Ontario’s history.Q: TCPDF append html to an existing PDF I'm using

TCPDF to add a quote to a PDF. Everything works fine if I'm using PHP as content and I add a Quote to the PDF. But I can't
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figure out how to add text to a existing PDF using PHP. I tried all sort of variations but it seems like the TCPDF writer can't
append text to existing PDF files. I need a way to append text into an existing PDF, and then show that PDF in a box. Here's a
couple examples of what I'm doing: Example 1: $pdf->writeHTML($html); $pdf->Output('quote.pdf', 'I'); Example 2: $pdf =

new TCPDF('P','mm', '', '', 1, 1, 2, 0, 'UTF-8', false); $pdf->SetCreator(PDF_CREATOR); $pdf->SetAuthor('TCPDF Example
PDF'); $pdf->SetTitle('PDF Test Document'); $pdf->SetSubject('TCPDF Tutorial'); $pdf->SetKeywords('TCPDF, PDF,

example, test, document'); $ 82157476af
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